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look at 2:57–4 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMUxSwUB0p0 

Surface ocean waves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMUxSwUB0p0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7GXLJQ2Zn0

https://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/resources/147/internal-wave-tank-demonstration/

show 1:40-3:30

Internal waves 
and ocean mixing

first 20 sec, and then jump to 1:11
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Notes 
1  Inertial oscillations 
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Miniquiz 
F=ma for inertial oscillations 
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Notes  
2  Wave basics: Definitions/ Phase velocity/ Group velocity 

Why do waves arrive parallel to the coastline?
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longitudinal waves https://www.surendranath.org/GPA/Waves/LW01/LW01.html

2  Wave basics: Definitions/ Phase velocity/ Group velocity 

Phase speed vs group speed

Transverse waves surendranath.org/GPA/Waves/TW01/TW01.html 

https://www.surendranath.org/GPA/Waves/LW01/LW01.html
http://surendranath.org/GPA/Waves/TW01/TW01.html
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Notes 
3  Surface gravity waves – without rotation 

3.1 dimensional analysis 

miniquiz 
dispersion relation from dimensional arguments
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Notes 
3  Surface gravity waves – without rotation 

3.2  Shallow water 1d mass conservation  
3.3  Shallow water 1d momentum equation  

Miniquiz 
derive the shallow water 1d wave equation, use it to find the dispersion 

relation 
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Notes 
3  Surface gravity waves – without rotation 

3.5  Particle trajectories (for shallow water waves w/o rotation)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3LtEF9WPt4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=budXQlGL8Dc 

Tides in the Bay of Fundy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3LtEF9WPt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=budXQlGL8Dc
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Notes 
3  Surface gravity waves – without rotation 

3.6 Standing waves (springs demo!)    

3.7 Tidal resonance 



Eli TzipermanBay of Fundy: The Highest Tides in the World 

“While the Earth's average tide-driven 
variation in sea level is 3 feet, the water 
level near Wolfville, in Nova Scotia's 
Minas Basin, can be as much as 53 feet 
(16 m) higher than at low tide.”

https://www.noaa.gov/ocean/fundy-max 

5 

HMECS, EUNIS, etc.), and provide recommendation on the feasibility of adopting 
a standard classification scheme.  

5) Develop customized map products (e.g. species habitat suitability maps, 
benthoscape maps, etc) for use by stakeholders and regulators to facilitate marine 
spatial planning, management and monitoring activities. 

This presentation provided an overview and introduction to subsequent presentations 
in the forum. 

 

Figure 2. Bay of Fundy multibeam sonar data set used for the Hydrography to Biology project. 

 

Multibeam Sonar data processing – dealing with multi-source backscatter data 
sets 

Benjamin Misiuk1, Craig J. Brown2 
 
1Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, NL 
2Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS 
 

Sonar backscatter has become an essential tool for mapping benthic habitats. 
Because backscatter intensity depends on the composition of the seabed, it is one of the 
few indicators that can directly describe substrate characteristics – a fundamental 
component to benthic habitat. Despite its importance, a lack of standard calibration 
generally renders backscatter measurements relative to a given survey. The Bay of Fundy 

Jessica A. Sameoto 
et al 2020
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3  Surface gravity waves – without rotation 

3.8  Deep 1d water waves scaling argument, particle trajectories 
3.9  Finite ocean depth & limits of shallow & deepwater
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oljinlD2yho 

5  Internal waves 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oljinlD2yho
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Dead waters demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzcgAshAg2o
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https://www.gfd-dennou.org/library/gfd_exp/exp_e/doc/iw/guide05.htm 

The directions of the group velocity 
and phase velocity of internal waves 

are orthogonal!   

😳

https://www.gfd-dennou.org/library/gfd_exp/exp_e/doc/iw/guide05.htm
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Eli TzipermanInternal waves speculations 
Stepanyants, Y. (2021) arXiv: American nuclear 
submarines, Thresher and Scorpion, perished in 
the 1960s due to large-amplitude solitary internal 
waves? Also the diesel Indonesian submarine 
Nanggala-402…? https://researchfeatures.com/
can-internal-waves-sink-a-submarine/

An interesting historical possibility is that the 
effect caused Cleopatra's ships difficulties 
and loss at the Battle of Actium in 31 BC in 
which legend attributes the loss to 
"suckerfish" attaching to the hulls. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_water 

Thanks to Zoe & Inko, spring 2024

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.00828v2
https://researchfeatures.com/can-internal-waves-sink-a-submarine/
https://researchfeatures.com/can-internal-waves-sink-a-submarine/
https://researchfeatures.com/can-internal-waves-sink-a-submarine/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Actium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dead_water
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Notes 
4  Buoyancy oscillations  

Miniquiz 
derive equation for buoyancy oscillations
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Notes:  
5  Internal waves 
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6  Shallow water waves in the presence of rotation  

6.1 Coastal Kelvin waves 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYI1zIjJr4g https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6AQxktoYhU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYI1zIjJr4g
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Coastal Kelvin waves and tidal Amphidromic points

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphidromic_point
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Notes 
6  Shallow water waves in the presence of rotation  

6.1 Coastal Kelvin waves 
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Notes 
6  Shallow water waves in the presence of rotation  

6.2 Poincare waves 
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The End


